Village of South Charleston
Police Department

Year End Report 2016
Statement of Intent

We, the South Charleston Police Department, serve an ever expanding, continuously changing
community. Our community is culturally diversified as to race, education, religion, and social
economic background, requiring a variety of departmental approaches to community problems.
Our police department is deeply concerned for its citizens both collectively and individually. We
realize that alternatives to arrest, depending on individual circumstances, are often beneficial.
Our department will maintain an atmosphere of professionalism through extensive officer
training, updated operational policy, and open communication with its citizenry.
We strive to maintain an environment in which officers may perform their duties with acceptance,
understanding, and approval of the public. The willing participation of all people is desired and
encouraged, as well as essential to departmental operations and communications.
The department will avoid secrecy in its operations, always maintaining openness in matters of
public interest, preserving the rights of people while realizing certain situations necessitate
confidentiality. It is our mission to serve people in a manner befitting human dignity, ever
mindful of our legal and moral responsibilities. We assume a leadership role by offering direction
in community affairs, by advocating a high degree of personal security, and by unbiased
enforcement of the law.
We strive to handle each encounter based on its own merits, thus minimizing the risk of
misunderstanding and restriction of individual freedoms.

Personnel
The department began 2016 with one full time police officer, seven part time police officers, and
four auxiliary police officers. The department ended the year with a total of eleven sworn police
officers one full time and seven part time. We had a lot of turnover in 2016, but we gained some
quality officers by years end. The department gained Detective Brad Aleshire and Officer Tim
Pugh.
Brad Aleshire comes to us from London. He has 27 years’ experience. He retired from London
Police in 2013 and stayed on several years after that in a part time capacity. He has experience
with juveniles and crimes against the elderly. He is also highly skilled in the administrative roll.
He will be a good fit to our agency and bring some maturity to the youth of our agency.
Officer Timothy Pugh comes to us from Fairborn Police. He has good people skills and is willing
to work. He brings along some needed computer skills and works great with the other officers.
The department ended the year with the following individuals; Chief Redish, part time officers
Sgt Robert Repik, Officer Matthew Mitchell, Officer Michael Shah, Officer Jacob Rosales,
Officer Kristopher Cosme, Detective Brad Aleshire, and Officer Tim Pugh. We have one
Auxiliary Officer in Joe Pugh and a Cadet Luke Craft. Our support staff consists of Pastor Bruce
Sigman.

Auxiliary
Auxiliary officers helped by working details such as, Trick or Treat, Christmas in the Village
and multiple school functions. They also assist with the Kids Club when needed. Auxiliary
officers train with other police officers, provided security for Mayor’s Court, and Council
Meetings, while assisting the department with other duties as needed. Auxiliary officers are not
compensated and work for experience and training rather than financial gain.

Patrol Vehicles and Mileage
The Department Patrol Vehicles were in good shape in 2016. The 2014 Chevy Tahoe started the
year with 67673 miles and ended with 82143 miles. It had a few minor problems throughout the
year. It needed a new radiator, a new alternator, along with some batteries and some sensors. The
Ford interceptor arrived in January. It totaled 20885 miles for the year. It had a factory issue with
the throttle body and had to be fixed twice. Since then the Ford has only needed servicing. We
service the vehicle every 300 hrs, which is about every three weeks. The Ford Crown Victoria
was taken out of service in the spring. It has been decommissioned and will be sold on
GovDeals. We acquired a Humvee through the states 1033 plan. This is where agency can obtain
equipment with the help of the state, when they have extra surplus.

New Equipment
With the ever changing times we are trying to stay ahead of the curve and be prepared for
anything that arises in the Village. We purchased, acquired and received several new items in
2016. The first was our cruiser a 2016 Ford Interceptor. We stayed with the SUV due to the extra
space. After purchasing the cruiser, we outfitted it with a Radar Unit from Stalker and a new
laptop computer from Lenovo. We had to purchase a new Radar Unit because the one in the
Crown Vic was getting up in age and the one antenna was no longer working. It spent several
hours in the shop last year and when it returned it would work for a day or two and then stop
again.
We purchased two new EF Johnson Radios from ONTA Communications for half the price of a
Motorola. Then we were able to acquire 5 portable radios from the state. OSP was doing a
changeover to new equipment and they gave away their old radios to agencies in need. We are
now able to issue each paid officer a radio, so there are no safety issues in the department.
We purchased a new X26P Taser. We are slowly replacing our old ones because they are no
longer being made and when they break we will not be able to get them fixed.
We purchased a couple tactical helmets. We have been to several calls in the city and a few raids
lately where they will come in handy for our protection.
We now carry Narcan in the cruiser thanks to a Grant the county acquired through a program
called Project Dawn.
Lastly we acquired the Humvee. It will be used for special functions and parades. It is being set
up for search and rescue situations. There were several cases where it would have come in handy
in 2016. I am working with the Fire Department to outfit it, so it’s ready to go if ever needed.
Training
Training has become a priority the last couple of years. We were required by the state to conduct
11hours of continuing education hours in 2016 and in 2017 those hours go to 20. Everyone in the
department had to take a class called Policing in the 21st Century. Myself and Sgt Repik attended
Crisis Intervention Training. There was no one qualified at our agency in this training and the
state would like to see a ¼ to 1/3 of the individuals trained. Sgt Repik was sent to Evidence
Management School. I became an Alice Instructor. We had Lt Chris Clark from the Sheriff’s
Office and Lt Holler from Enon Police teach Raider Training at the High School. This was a two
day training on how to accomplish a single officer threat in response to active violence. Those
officers not yet trained were sent to LZ training at Pitchin Fire Department. Officers were taught
how to land care flight if the need ever arose. We had our yearly use of force training and
several legal updates throughout the year.
Participation
The department along with Madison Twp Fire handles the Kids Club for the community. In 2016
we had a pool party for the children, which had a huge turnout. We help SCYA with the Easter

Egg hunt at the ball fields. We were involved in several parades including the Memorial Day
Parade in the Village and South Solon, Heritage Festival, and Homecoming Parade. We helped
the Community Club with Christmas in South Charleston and had a bonfire at Halloween. We
assisted with the toy give away at the pancake breakfast.
Services
Officers served 15 arrest warrants, along with making 31 criminal arrest. They handled over 40
lockouts 377 EMS/Fire calls, 20 Welfare checks, 37 Alarms, and assisted other agencies 91
times last year.
Reports
The department responded to 2232 calls of service and completed 432 reports in 2016. Of the
432 reports we handled 2016, 70 of those were criminal related. There were 33 crashes handled
in 2016.
Enforcement
South Charleston Police issued 266 traffic citations with 346 sets of charges. Of those charges
126 were for speed, 109 for driving under suspension, 48 illegal plates, 10 OVI, and 17 for
traffic control device. The remaining 36 charges were for offense such as wrongful entrustment,
ACDA, equipment, seat belt and Reckless Operation. The department averaged .7 citations a
day.
The department conducted a total of 749 traffic stops with that averaging out to 2 stops a day.
Of the total stops made 483 resulted in courtesy warnings.
We handled 33 traffic crashes in 2016 with 18 of those being on private property.
There were 31 criminal arrests with 43 sets of charges filed. Our highest crime area was Mound
Street.
We had 6 opioid overdoses last year leading to 2 deaths in the Village.

Easter Egg Hunt
Front Row from left to right
Ken Larson, Cindy Fitzgerald, Jenny Redish,
Steve Saunders, Chae Carter
Back Row from left to right
John Harper, Brian Redish, Jacob Rosales

Easter Egg
Hunt 2016

Pool Party In
July
With the help of local
businesses like Jason’s Tree
Service, Delaney Plumbing
and Hollingshead
Automotive we were able
to have a bash at the pool.
The kids swam, ate and
played games until the rain
chased us away. We had
over 75 kids at this event
and were pleased with the
turn out. Special shout out
to Jason and Ashton Smith
for helping us supervise all
the kids.
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Traffic Citations
In 2016 we issued 266 citations with 346 sets of charges. Those charges consisted of 126
speed, 109 DUS, 10 OVI, 48 illegal Plates, 10 Equipment, 17 Traffic Control Device, and 5
for seat belt, and the remaining 21 charges were misc. Our Driving Under Suspensions are
down due to a changeover of employees and having a young class of officers. If you notice
there is a decrease in traffic stops below because the OVI Grant went away, but are stops
are still averaging the same.

Traffic Stops 2016

Traffic Stops
749
Persons Cited
266
Persons Warned 483
Charges
346

The fastest speed violations were recorded as follows: 40 mph in a 20 mph zone with the average
being 13 MPH over the speed limit in the school zone. 71 mph in a 50 mph zone with the
average speed being 15 MPH over the speed limit in the 9000 block of W Columbus. In
residential areas the fastest was 44 MPH in a 25 with the average speed over being 14 MPH the
speed limit. The highest speed on North Chillicothe was 60 MPH in a 35 MPH zone. The
average speed over the limit on Chillicothe St was 14MPH.

Chillicothe St
9000 Blk W Columbus
School Zone
Other Streets
CliIon Rd
Church Street

Speed Citations for 2016
This department issued 126 speeding citations in 2016. The majority of those citations were on
North Chillicothe Street, which consisted of 68 citations. There were 26 people written for speed
comeing into the Village and 42 people were written for speed leaving the Village. We issued 20
citations in the 9000 block of West Columbus and 13 citations in the school zone, which is
mainly West Columbus at Jamestown Rd.
Chillicothe St 68
9000 Block of West Columbus 20
School Zone 13
Clifton Rd 6
Church St 5
Other places in the Village 14
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Crime was down in 2016 some of that was due to a change in staffing. We had no FELONY
arrest in 2016
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WE had 18 crashes on
public roadways in 2016

and 15 on private property.
The crashes consisted of 2
for improper turn, 3 for
assured clear distance, 7 for
failure to control, 1 for hit

skip, 3 for improper backing,

and two for improper passing.
Crashes have been up in the

past couple of years, but that
is possibly attributed to
increase volume of traffic in
the community.
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Not Listed for 2016
Follow-ups 151
Special Details 117
Misc. 151
Traffic Complaints 40

